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Abstract

Overbreak and underbreak are the crucial problems during the blasting excavation of underground tunnels owing to their effects on
the construction costs and operational safety. A critical challenge facing overbreak and underbreak control is the difficulty in developing
guidelines with respect to various and complex engineering conditions. In this study, a series of field measurements of overbreak and
underbreak using the FocusS 150 laser scanner were performed in a deep roadway of the Kaiyang phosphate mine, China. The distri-
bution and extent of the overbreak and underbreak surrounding the roadway contour were accurately analyzed in accordance with the
collected point cloud data. Subsequently, a simplified three-dimensional model was established to simulate the blasting excavation of pre-
stressed roadway using the explicit dynamic analysis code LS-DYNA. A comparison of numerical and measurement results revealed that
the proposed model was a reliable tool to simulate the overbreak and underbreak induced by blasting excavation. Thereafter, the influ-
ences of uncontrollable geological factors such as in situ stress conditions and controllable blasting factors including contour hole spac-
ing (S), charge concentration (b) and decoupled coefficient (f) as well as stemming were further numerically investigated. The simulation
results indicated that the lateral pressure coefficient significantly affected the distribution pattern of the overbreak and underbreak, while
the stress magnitude contributed to their extents. Moreover, a comparison of the simulation findings and the field measurement data
indicated that the minimal extents of the overbreak and underbreak corresponding the optimal contour blasting results were obtained
at S = 0.70 m, b = 0.9 kg/m and f = 2.5, respectively. Furthermore, the contour blastholes stemmed with sand created smaller damage to
the periphery rock mass of roadway and enhanced the utilization efficiency of explosive energy. The research findings of this study pro-
vide important implications for similar blasting excavation projects.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing demand for natural resources,
underground tunnels have been widely constructed in min-
ing engineering for providing crucial access to extract the
mineral resource in depth. Although the application of
mechanical excavation methods like tunneling boring
machines is increasing rapidly, drill-and-blast (D & B)
method is still the most popular excavation technique
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adopted for tunneling due to its low cost and high feasibil-
ity of implementation (Cheng et al., 2021, 2022; Lu et al.,
2012; Verma et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021; Zhu et al.,
2019). However, this excavation method has an intrinsic
shortcoming of causing inevitable damages to the remain-
ing rock mass. The overbreak is one of the critical chal-
lenges countering in D & B excavation, which was
defined as the surplus breakage of rock beyond the desired
tunnel profile (Jang & Topal, 2013). Additionally, the
underbreak accompanied by overbreak is defined as the
unremoved rock within the designed contour line (Chen
et al., 2021). The occurrence of overbreak and underbreak
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in underground projects may result in many issues such as
tunnel instability, higher construction and post-blast main-
tenance costs. Hence, it is crucial to minimize and prevent
overbreak and underbreak for the sustainable application
of the D & B method in deep tunneling.

Various researches have focused on the factors influenc-
ing overbreak and underbreak. The earliest report can be
traced back to the study conducted by Hagan (1982), in
which the smooth blasting technique was suggested to
greatly controlled overbreak. Subsequently, Ibarra et al.
(1996) carried out an overall study on overbreak and
underbreak. Based on their study, the influencing factors
were divided into two categories, so-called geological and
blasting factors. On the other hand, Mottahedi et al.
(2018) reported that the overbreak causing factors were
classified into controllable and uncontrollable, as well as
semi-controllable factors. The controllable factors refer to
the blasting parameters such as the explosive characteris-
tics, delay time, charge concentration and decoupled coef-
ficient as well as hole stemming which can be adjusted by
engineers. The uncontrollable factors denote the geological
parameters, or more specifically, the in situ stress field,
topography, rock strength, and jointing, etc. (Jang &
Topal, 2013). The semi-controllable parameters usually
refer to tunnel geometry and size (Mahtab et al., 1997).

For a better understanding of the importance of each
factor on the overbreak and underbreak, extensive experi-
mental and theoretical as well as numerical studies have
been conducted over the past 50 years (Ganesan &
Mishra, 2021; Mahtab et al., 1997; Pal & Shahri, 2014;
Rustan, 1998). Hagan (1982) stated that at least four iden-
tifiable mechanisms were responsible for blast-induced
overbreak, including radial fracturing, internal spalling,
gas extension of natural discontinuities and strain wave-
induced cracks, and stress transient release fracturing. By
performing a numerical and field study, Chakraborty
et al. (1994) concluded that the joint orientation consider-
ably influenced the overbreak zone, and the contour blast-
ing technique was of great significance in weak rock masses
for minimizing overbreak. Using the small-scale similarity
experiments of blasting, the effects of the rock mass fea-
tures, explosive characteristics and blasting design parame-
ters on overbreak were evaluated, and therefore a new
approach for a rational design of the perimeter hole pattern
and charge concentration was proposed despite the
unchangeable rock mass features (Singh & Xavier, 2005).
Regarding the explosive characteristic, a comparison of
the overbreak and underbreak between ammonium nitrate
fuel oil (ANFO) and emulsion explosive was performed in
a deep mine. The results revealed that the magnitude of the
overbreak caused by ANFO was larger than that by emul-
sion. By contrast, the underbreak caused by emulsion was
more than that by ANFO (Widodo et al., 2019). Further-
more, Chen et al. (2021) explored the effect of initial sup-
port and advance per round on blasting-induced
overbreak, and subsequently, an advancing technique
using the long and short associate contour blastholes was
developed to diminish the overbreak. A long-term study
performed by Read (2004) at AECL’s Underground
Research Laboratory indicated that the in situ stress ahead
of the tunnel face influenced the characteristics of over-
break at the excavation perimeter.

By considering the various influencing factors, many
researchers have attempted to propose approaches to pre-
dict the extent of the overbreak and underbreak (Dey &
Murthy, 2012; Mohammadi et al., 2015; Murthy et al.,
2003). For instance, taking rock mass rating index
(RMR) and borehole length into account, Foderà et al.
(2020) presented an empirical model for overbreak predic-
tion by conducting a case survey in three different tunnels.
Artificial neural network, one of the important branches of
artificial intelligence (AI), has become a wide utilization in
overbreak prediction (Koopialipoor et al., 2019). Jang and
Topal (2013) proposed three overbreak predicting models
using linear and nonlinear multiple regression analysis as
well as artificial neural network (ANN). Among them,
ANN exhibited the best performance with a coefficient cor-
relation of 0.945. Furthermore, machine learning algo-
rithms including neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
and Bayes discriminant analysis theory (BDA) are
employed to forecast the overbreak value of underground
openings (Gong et al., 2008; Mottahedi et al., 2018). As
foregoing discussed, the present researches have consider-
ably facilitated the development of the overbreak and
underbreak control concerning their causing factor and
prediction models. However, only limited reports towards
revealing the mechanism and providing guidelines for the
blast-induced overbreak and underbreak with respect to a
specific underground project have been found (Kim et al.,
2003; Kim & Moon, 2013).

In this study, a specific case of the deep Kaiyang Road-
way was investigated using the three-dimensional (3D)
laser scanning technique, where the combined effect of
in situ stress and blasting operation caused the overbreak
and underbreak. Then, a simplified 3D numerical model
in ANSYS/LS-DYNA code was proposed to simulate the
evolution of the rock damages induced by the field blasting
experiment. Based on the proposed numerical model, the
influences of the in situ stress conditions and blasting
parameters including hole spacing, charge concentration
and decoupled coefficient as well as stemming were
assessed. The findings obtained from this study provide a
guideline for minimizing the extent of the overbreak and
underbreak.

2 Engineering background

2.1 Site description

The field investigation of the overbreak and underbreak
control was conducted in a development roadway in the
Kaiyang phosphate mine, which is located in Guiyang city,
China. This mine commenced production in 1958, and now
has an annual production capacity of six million tons of



Table 1
Physical and mechanical properties of the rock mass.

Material properties Value

Density q (kg/m3) 2722
P-wave velocity vp (m/s) 5350
Young’s modulus E (GPa) 25.39
Poisson’s ratio t 0.23
Tensile strength rt (MPa) 7.65
Uniaxial compression strength rc (MPa) 108.2
RQD (%) 73
RMR 62
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raw phosphate ore. With the demand for resources increas-
ing, this mine is currently operating at a buried depth
around 800 m, and the backfilling mining method that is
accompanied by ore recovery and uses backfilling materials
to fill the goaf to ensure the stability of the stope has
become the primary method of recovering resources
(Fig. 1(a)).

Unfortunately, several mining-induced instabilities have
been discerned in mining stopes and some large caverns,
leading to greater support costs and lower advancement
rates as well as safety problems. The dolomite and sand-
stone occasionally appear in the test region. S-620, a devel-
opment roadway with a three-center arch section in Level
620, was selected as the test object. Within 10 m of the test
area, five joints whose average length, width and spacing
are 1.8 m, 5 mm and 1.5 m were observed in rock mass
around the roadway according to the field detection
method. Furthermore, the test roadway has been schemed
through the Sinian period sedimentary rock area. The
geometry of the S-620 is shown in Fig. 1(b) and its width
and height are 4200 mm and 3500 mm, respectively.

The field measurement of in situ stresses was performed
by overcoring method. The test results indicated that the
horizontal (rx) and vertical (ry) principal stresses were
around 20 and 10 MPa, respectively. The main surround-
ing rock is dolomite and its physical and mechanical prop-
erties were determined experimentally. The physical and
mechanical properties of the surrounding rock are pre-
sented in Table 1.
2.2 Blasting design parameters

Considering the geological parameters and roadway
geometry, the full-face excavation method was adopted
using the D & B method. From the inner to the outer, there
were cut holes (red circle), stope holes (green circle), buffer
holes (blue circle), and contour holes (black circle) in
Fig. 1. Configuration of the testing roadway. (a) Drawing
sequence, as shown in Fig. 2. The millisecond delay tech-
nique with nonel detonators was employed to accurately
control the initiation time of each blasting row. In the pre-
sent drilling pattern, the wedge cutting method was used to
form the cut zone with the following advantages: lower
inhibitory effect of in situ stress on rock fracturing, and lar-
ger excavated volume. The original blasting design param-
eters are listed in Table 2. During the blasting practice, the
mining engineers drilled the contour blastholes with a spac-
ing of around 1000 mm to shorten the drilling duration,
which exceeded the reasonable value, and the burden width
was set as 400 mm.

Due to the application of a rock drilling rig, the charge
structure of all boreholes was coupled and successive. As
shown in Fig. 2(c), a roll of finished emulsion explosive
was charged at the borehole bottom, and then the mixed
emulsion explosive was pumped into boreholes through a
retractable pipe. The density of mixed explosive ranged
from 1.1 to 1.3 g/cm3, the explosive strength was more than
275 mL, while its detonation velocity was higher than
4000 m/s. Finally, the delayed electronic detonators were
used to initiate the explosive. The overall situation of the
test roadway including drilling, charging, initiation and
measurements of blasting excavation is presented in Fig. 3.
exploration section, and (b) geometry of test roadway.



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of boreholes layout. (a) Front view, (b) top view, and (c) charging structure.
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3 In situ measurements and result

3.1 Monitoring equipment

Several methods including manual measurement, stan-
dard surveying, photographic sectioning, and light section-
ing have been employed in the past to measure the
overbreak and underbreak in underground tunnels
(Warneke et al., 2007). Nevertheless, some limitations such
as subjectivity, high labor-intensity, time-consuming and
low accuracy exist in these foregoing methods. In this
study, FocusS 150 laser scanner, a portable non-contact
measurement system to accurately capture 3D point cloud
data, was employed to scan the roadway profile. This scan-
ner is being widely used in architecture, construction and
engineering because it could rotate 360� and measure the
roadway geometry within its line of slight with a scan rate
of up to 976 000 points per second. The scanning radius
ranges from 0.6 m to 150 m, and the measurement duration
per round is around 5 min with an accuracy up to ±1 mm
(10% reflectance) and 0.6 mm (90% reflectance) at an angle
of incidence of zero at 25 m. Table 3 shows the detailed
specifications of the FocusS 150 scanner.

This type of scanner uses the phase-based time of flight
measurement. It emits modulated laser light, which means
that the frequencies of the light are controlled and known.
A phase is a specific location within the wave cycle of the
modulated laser light. When the light returns to the scan-
Table 2
Designed parameters of original blasting pattern.

Blasthole Spacing (mm) Burden (mm)

Cut hole 400 –
Stoping hole 570–600 300/600
Smooth hole 1000–1050 400
ner, the difference between the phases of the emitted laser
light and their turning laser light is calculated, as depicted
in Fig. 4. Thus, the distance from the scanner to the object
can be accurately determined by the phase shifts in the
waves of the infrared light, shown as below:

t ¼ h=ð2pf Þ; ð1Þ
d ¼ ct=2; ð2Þ
where t is the time from emission to reception of laser light,
h is the phase shift, f is the frequency and c is the speed of
light.
3.2 Test procedures

The schematic diagram of the 3D laser scanning is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The test procedures of field measurements
can be divided into the following steps. First, a coordinate
reference point in the roadway roof in front of the excava-
tion face is set, and then the total station is used to measure
the absolute coordinates. The function of the coordinate
reference point is to provide the target balls with coordi-
nates. Subsequently, four target balls were mounted at
the two sidewalls in front of the excavation face to allow
the scanner processing software to merge adjacent scans.
Finally, the 3D laser scanner is placed on a tripod, and
adjusted in the horizontal plane. Meanwhile, turn on the
scanner beginning to scan the roadway profile, and save
Charge (kg) Length (mm) Angle (�)

2.8 2324 19
2.3 2200 0
1.8 2220 2



Fig. 3. Blasting operation and field measurement of the test roadway.

Table 3
Performance specifications of FocusS 150 scanner.

Ranging unit

614 m for up to 0.5 mil. pts/s
307 m at 1 mil. pts/s

Range
90% Reflectivity (white) (m) 0.6–150
10% Reflectivity (dark-gray) (m) 0.6–150
2% Reflectivity (black) (m) 0.6–50

Range Noise
Max. measurement speed (mil.
pts/s)

up to 1

Ranging error (mm) ±1
Angular accuracy 19 arcsec for vertical/horizontal

angles
3D Point accuracy 2 @10 m 3.5 @25 m

Laser (Optical Transmitter)
Laser class Laser Class 1
Wavelength (nm) 1550
Beam divergence (mrad) 0.3 (1/e)
Beam diameter at exit (mm) 2.12 (1/e)

Deflection Unit
Field of view horizontal 300� vertical/360� horizontal
Max. scan speed (Hz) 97 (vertical)
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the 3D point cloud data. When the second blasting round is
completed, move the laser scanner and target balls along
the advancement direction for 2.2 m, and repeat the above
steps.
3.3 Results and analyses

In this study, based on the original blasting scheme
described in Table 2 and Fig. 2, a representative measure-
ment result was selected to analyze the overbreak and
underbreak around the underground roadway. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), four half-barrels were observed at roadway
crown and sidewall upon contour blasting. Saiang (2008)
reported that the technique factors were the main compo-
nents contributing to the overbreak and underbreak as they
occurred in a zone of visible half-barrels. Thus, it is feasible
to diminish the influence of blast-induced damage by opti-
mizing the current blasting design. The point cloud map of
the post-blast roadway is presented in Fig. 6(b), in which
four target balls (TB1-4) were observed on the sidewalls.
The point cloud map revealed that regions with hollows
and protrusions were unevenly distributed on the roadway
surface, indicating the occurrence of overbreak and under-
break. To obtain the distribution and magnitude of the
overbreak and underbreak around the roadway, the pre-
processing software SCENE was used to deal with the
point cloud data. Afterward, Trimble Business Center
was employed to generate laser scanning images and pro-
vide accurate quantitative analysis reports. Along the
opposite direction of advance, five sections (Fig. 6(c)) were
extracted for presenting the extent of overbreak and under-
break surrounding the test roadway.

The measurement results of five roadway sections are
presented in Fig. 7. Figure 7(e) reports that the maximum



Fig. 4. Principle of distance measurement.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the 3D scanner scanning station (Li et al., 2021).
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extents of the overbreak and underbreak were 11.3 and
31.6 cm, respectively. The overbreak extents at the road-
way roof and sidewalls were below the tolerance, which
indicated that the surrounding rock mass in Section-5
was slightly damaged owing to the high energy utilization
rate. However, a large region of underbreak was observed
near the roadway floor, and it can be explained by the fact
that rock mass on the floor was subjected to larger resis-
tance at the borehole bottom than that at sidewalls and
roofs.

Figure 7(d) indicates that the maximum extents of over-
break and underbreak were 39.1 cm and 13.1 cm. The over-
break extent was larger at the roadway roof than that at
the roadway sidewall. Furthermore, as Section-4 was the
center of the charge volume, a larger extent of overbreak
was induced at the roadway crown due to the superposition
of blasting stress waves, which greatly exceeded the toler-
ance value and aroused a potential threat to the roadway
stability.

Figure 7(c) illustrates that the magnitude and distribu-
tion of overbreak and underbreak were essentially identical
to those in Section-5. Since blastholes were not stemmed,
most of the explosion energy was carried away by the
explosion gases so that the blasting pressure was rapidly
attenuated. Consequently, in Section-2 shown in Fig. 7
(b), the maximum value of overbreak was 35.8% lower than
that at y = 1.0 m. When it was near the borehole orifice
(Section-1), although the pressure on the borehole wall
decreased below the dynamic compressive strength of rock,
a relatively ideal blasting result was achieved under the
action of reflected tensile waves. The maximum underbreak
and overbreak were 31.4 cm and 7.4 cm, respectively.

To quantitatively analyze the normal distribution of the
overbreak and underbreak, the dispersion information of
the overbreak and underbreak at different sections are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. First, the variation in the mean overbreak
indicated that the overbreak extent increased and subse-
quently decreased with the excavation advance. On the
contrary, the underbreak extent showed a trend that
decreased and subsequently increased with the excavation
advance. Thereafter, the values of overbreak at Section-5
were concentrated in the range 2.32–9.65 cm, while the val-
ues at Section-4 were extremely discrete with a difference of
around 36 cm. The values of underbreak at Section-1
mainly ranged from 4.36 to 16.75 cm. Moreover, a majority
of the roadway excavation contour was in the state of over-
break, with a maximum extent of approximately 40 cm. It
is concluded that the minimum overbreak occurs at the
blasthole bottom, while the overbreak extents are concen-
trated in the range of charge section.



Fig. 6. Overall blasting result. (a) photo of the post-blast roadway, and (b) point cloud map, and (c) schematic diagram of the selection of roadway section
(Unit: m).
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In conclusion, the measurement results indicated that
the evident overbreak and underbreak appeared in the
excavation contour when using the original blasting pat-
tern. Moreover, the place where the maximum underbreak
appeared was the roadway floor due to these rocks being in
the high in situ stress concentration and difficulty in break-
ing. The mining engineer of Kaiyang mine reported that
the cost of the support system has increased by around
twenty percent, and the construction schedule has been
seriously delayed owing to the overbreak and underbreak
damage. Therefore, it is urgent to improve the blasting
result by optimizing the blasting parameters whereas the
geological parameters remain unchanged.

4 Numerical model and calibration

The overbreak and underbreak of the test roadway
excavated by the original blasting scheme were analyzed
by field measurement, and it was indicated that optimiz-
ing the original blasting scheme is necessary to minimize
the influence of blasting excavation damage. As the full-
scale field experiments are time-consuming and expensive,
numerical simulation technique was therefore used to pro-
vide further insight into the mechanism and investigate
the effects of influencing factors on the extent of over-
break and underbreak. In the present study, the over-
break and underbreak in the surrounding rock of the
test roadway under various optimized blasting parameters
were simulated using the dynamic finite element program
LS-DYNA.

4.1 Numerical model

As reported by Holmberg (1979) that the last row of
blastholes from the perimeter was producers of overbreak
as the blastholes were charged heavily. Therefore, a simpli-
fied 3D numerical model was established based on an
assumption that the influences of cutting and stopping
blasts on the overbreak and underbreak are ignored. It
had a geometrical size of 20 m � 20 m � 5 m with around
5.6 million hexahedral elements, as shown in Fig. 9. The
smallest element with the size of 0.022 m � 0.0093 m � 0.
067 m was meshed in the region near the contour bore-
holes. The blasting parameters used in the numerical model
were identical to those in the blasting practice, in which the
borehole had a diameter of 42 mm, with a spacing of
1.05 m, and a burden of 0.4 m. Free boundary and non-
reflecting boundary were set on the outer faces of the model
in combination with the actual scenario. The in situ stresses
imposed on the model in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions perpendicular to the roadway direction were 20 and
10 MPa by employing the Restart technique. Moreover, a
massively parallel processing (MPP) version of the LS-
DYNA solver was used to calculate this model because
of the great number of elements.
4.2 Material models

4.2.1 Rock mass

Developing constitution models for describing the
dynamic mechanical behavior of rock under impact load
has always been a hot and difficult issue for scholars. For-
tunately, remarkable achievements have been made in the
research of the constitution model for brittle materials with
complex mechanical behavior after great effort. Many
material models in the material library of LS-DYNA, such
as MAT_PLASTIC-KINEMATIC, MAT_CONCRETE_-
DAMAGE_REL3, MAT_CSCM and MAT_RHT, have
been used to simulate the dynamic responses of rock mass
and concrete. Considering the effects of both compression
and tension on the surrounding rock mass that is subjected
to coupled static and dynamic loads, the MAT_RHT con-
stitution model was selected in this study to mimic the
blast-related rock damage surrounding the underground
roadway.

RHT is an advanced damage plasticity model for brittle
materials, which was first proposed by Riedel et al. (1999)
for studying the dynamic loading of concrete and then



Fig. 7. Measurement results of overbreak and underbreak in five sections of the test roadway. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are Section-1 to Section-5 in
sequence. Red and green points respectively represent overbreak and underbreak with a value greater than 0.1 m, and orange point represents overbreak
or underbreak less than 0.1 m (Unit: m).
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implemented in LS-DYNA code in 2011 (Borrvall, 2011)
for modeling more brittle materials. As depicted in
Fig. 10, three limit surfaces including failure surface, yield
surface and residual surface are involved in the RHT model
which describes the material strength model. It is important
to emphasize that when the stress reaches the residual sur-
face, the material is considered to be fully damaged, and
the strength is determined by a residual surface. More
detailed information about the RHT model was given by
Yi et al. (2018, 2021, 2017).



Fig. 8. Box-plot of overbreak and underbreak extents in five sections.
(‘‘O” represents overbreak, and ‘‘U” represents underbreak).
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In the RHT model, the damage degree is defined as
follows:

Df ¼
XDep

ef
; ð3Þ
where Dep is the accumulated plastic strain, and ef is the
failue strain written as
Fig. 9. Configuration of the numerical model and finite element mesh. (a) integ
integral model and rock adjacent to borehole.
ef ¼ D1

p
f 0
c

� pspall
f 0
c

� �D2

; ð4Þ

in which D1 and D2 are initial damage parameters given by
the user; p and pspall are pressure and spalling strength,
respectively; f ’ c is the uniaxial compression strength.

Significantly, the damage factor Df = 1 indicates abso-
lute damage to rock mass, while Df = 0 means undamaged.
The basic RHT parameters used in this study were
obtained by rock mechanics experiments on-site and labo-
ratory. Furthermore, other sensitive variables were deter-
mined in terms of true triaxial test and high strain rate
impact test conducted in Central South University. Con-
stant trial calculations are essential in the process of deter-
mining rational rock parameters. The input parameters are
listed in Table 4.

4.2.2 Explosive and air

The emulsion explosive used in field blasting operation
was modeled by MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN in
LS-DYNA (Material Type 008) together with the Jones-
Wilkens-Lee (JWL) Equation-of-State (EOS). This EOS
is widely used to calculate the detonation pressure for det-
onation products. JWL EOS is expressed as (Liu et al.,
2019)

P ¼ A 1� x
R1V

� �
e�R1V þ B 1� x

R2V

� �
e�R2V þ xE

V
; ð5Þ
ral model, and (b)main research domain, and (c) finite element mesh of the



Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of three surface concepts in the RHT model.
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where P is the pressure of detonation products; A, B, R1,
R2 and x are the material constants; V is the relative vol-
ume; E is the specific energy with an initial value of E0.
In the present study, the basic physical and mechanical
parameters of the explosive were provided by the product
manufacturer, and the JWL EOS was referred to the liter-
ature (Liu et al., 2019). The parameters of emulsion explo-
sives are listed in Table 5.

The air modeled by combining MAT_NULL (Material
Type 009) and a linear polynomial EOS in LS-DYNA
was used for subsequently simulating the effect of decou-
pled charging on the control of rock damage. The EOS is
written as (Liu et al., 2018)

P ¼ C0 þ C1lþ C2l
2 þ C3l

3
� �
þ C4 þ C5lþ C6l

2
� �

E0; ð6Þ
where C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6 are polynomial equa-
tion coefficients, and E0 is the initial internal energy per
unit reference volume. The compression of material is
defined by the parameter l = (q/q0) � 1 with q and q0
being the current and initial density of air, respectively.
In the present study, the air was modeled with the gamma
law equation of state. This can be achieved by setting
C0 = C1 = C2 = C3 = C6 = 0, and C4 = C5 = c � 1, in
which c is the ratio of Cp to Cv.
Table 4
RHT constitution parameters for dolomite.

Parameter Value

Mass density q0 (kg/m
3) 2722

Shear Modulus G (GPa) 10.32
Compressive strength fc (MPa) 108.2
Eroding plastic strain EPSF 2.00
Parameter for polynomial EOS B0 1.22
Parameter for polynomial EOS B1 1.22
Parameter for polynomial EOS T1 (GPa) 35.27
Failure surface parameter A 1.80
Failure surface parameter N 0.71
Relative shear strength fs* 0.07
Lode angle dependence factor Q0 0.68
Lode angle dependence factor B 0.01
Compressive strain rate bc 0.032
Reference compressive strain rate ec 0 3.0 � 10�5

Reference tensile strain rate et 0 3.0 � 10�6

Break compressive strain rate ec 3.0 � 1025

Break tensile strain rate et 3.0 � 1025
4.2.3 Stemming material

In this study, to investigate the influence of stemming
conditions on overbreak and underbreak around the
underground roadway, the material type 5 of LS-DYNA
(MAT_SOIL_AND_FORM) was used to simulate the
dynamic response of wet sand which is used in Section 5.5.
This model does not consider the strain harden character-
istic, and its yield limit is only related to pressure p. On
the yield surface, the uniaxial yield stress is expressed as

ry ¼ 3 a0 þ a1p þ a2p2
� �� �0:5

; ð7Þ
where a0, a1, and a2 are constants for plastic yield function,
and p is the pressure. The specific material parameters are
listed in Table 6.
4.3 Numerical calibration

The above numerical model matching with the materials
was used to simulate the field measurement in Section 3.
The simulated results of rock damage induced by the con-
tour blasting of the D-shaped roadway are shown in
Fig. 11. It can be seen from Fig. 11(a) that the rock mass
in the designed excavation area is damaged in general,
and rock damages between each borehole have completely
coalesced. However, we can see obviously that near the
explosive charge zone, the rock is over-damaged, thus indi-
cating the appearance of overbreak. Furthermore, it can be
seen from Fig. 11(b) that the integrity of rock mass near
Section-1 is good, in other words, it suffers a slight impact
from the contour blasting excavation. This is probably
because the mechanical properties of rock near the road-
way surface are not degraded accordingly, which is incon-
sistent with the practical situation. To intuitively compare
the simulation results with the field measurement results,
five sections were extracted from the model.

Since the model is symmetrical about the y-axis, the
right half of the rock damage contour was selected for
analysis, as shown in Fig. 12. It is obvious that the damage
Parameter Value

Tensile strain rate dependence exponent bt 0.042
Pressure influence on plastic flow in tension f 0.001
Compressive yield surface parameter G�

C 0.85
Tensile yield surface parameter G�

T 0.40
Shear modulus reduction factor n 0.50
Damage parameter D1 0.04
Damage parameter D2 1.00
Minimum damaged residual strain emp 0.01
Residual surface parameter Af 1.60
Residual surface parameter Nf 0.61
Hugoniot polynomial coefficient A1 35.27
Hugoniot polynomial coefficient A2 (GPa) 39.58
Hugoniot polynomial coefficient A3 (GPa) 9.04
Crush pressure Pel (GPa) 0.0233
Compaction pressure Pc0 (GPa) 6.0
Porosity exponent Np 3.00
Initial porosity a0 1.00



Table 5
Emulsion explosive parameters.

qe (kg/m
3) VOD (m/s) Pcj (GPa) A (GPa) B (GPa) R1 R2 x E (GPa)

1120 4200 9.7 42 0.44 3.55 0.16 0.41 0.71
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zone of the surrounding rock mass first increases then
reduces with the increase of excavation advance, which
agrees well with the field measurement results. At the center
of charge area, besides the region desired to be excavated, a
greater region beyond the designed roadway profile is dam-
aged severely, which is termed as overbreak in rock engi-
neering. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the overbreak extents at
roadway crown, floor and sidewall are 22.03, 18.62 and
24.13 cm, respectively. That is to say, the rock masses
around boreholes were damaged severely, while the rock
damages or cracks did not coalesce with each other. There-
fore, the rock within the burden was not stripped away
from the host rock owing to the lack of enough blasting
load, that indicates an obvious underbreak zone. The phe-
nomenon of greater underbreak zone and smaller over-
break zone in the simulation can be attributed to the
neglect of the significant reduction of the mechanical prop-
erties of rock around roadway face, which is inconsistent
with the practical situation.

Figure 12(c) shows the rock damage contour of Section-
3. The overbreak extents at roadway crown, floor and side-
wall are 27.21, 27.22, and 28.94 cm, respectively. In addi-
tion, an underbreak zone with an extent of 8.65 cm was
generated in the corner of the roadway bottom. Compared
with the corresponding measurement results, both the devi-
ations are less than 20%. Therefore, it is concluded that the
above model and materials are effective in mimicking the
blast-induced rock damage around a deep roadway.

Figure 12(d) shows the rock damage contour of Section-
4. Because Section-4 locates at the center of the blasthole
charge, an overbreak zone with a depth of 53.87 cm was
induced at the roadway sidewall owing to excessive explo-
sion wave stress, which is 37.7% greater than the measure-
ment result. The rock mass in the burden was fully
distrusted, implying that no underbreak zone emerged
around the roadway. It is noteworthy that the place of
maximum overbreak transforms from the periphery of
the contour holes to the middle section of two adjacent
boreholes, which can be attributed to the superposition
of blast-induced stress waves.

As seen in Fig. 12(e), the rock mass within the burden
was completely fractured except for that in the vicinity of
Table 6
Main material parameters for wet sand.

Parameter Value

Mass density q0 (kg/m
3) 1800

Shear modulus G (MPa) 63.80
Bulk modulus K (GPa) 1.26
Volumetric strain values e1 0.00
the roadway corners, and extra damage was observed in
the surrounding rock mass, indicating that overbreak was
induced during the blasting excavation. The overbreak
extents at roadway crown, floor and sidewall are 18.49,
30.85, and 28.77 cm, respectively. However, similar to the
damage contour in Fig. 12(c), a small underbreak zone
was observed at the corners of the roadway bottom. A
comparison between the simulated and field measurement
results reveal that the distributions of the overbreak and
underbreak are generally consistent. The maximum extents
of the overbreak and underbreak were 30.85 and 32.7 cm,
respectively, which were �19.55 and 1.1 cm differences
from the field measurement data in Fig. 7(b).

Via the verification of the scanned data of roadway pro-
file, the simulation result can be considered as a reasonable
and accurate prediction of the measurement results. The
analysis of the distribution pattern and extents of over-
break and underbreak indicates that the proposed numeri-
cal model in this study is applicable and suitable for
mimicking rock damage caused by blasting excavation of
deep roadway at the site under consideration.

5 Discussion

Although the geological parameters and blasting param-
eters have been demonstrated to be the two main factors
contributing to the formations of overbreak and under-
break in underground tunnels, many attempts have been
made to predict the extent of rock damage through peak
particle velocity (PPV) and deep learning algorithms. How-
ever, experimental or numerical investigations on over-
break control were still rare with respect to the effect of
in situ stress. The simplified numerical model in the present
study has been proved to be reliable in predicting the extent
of rock damage and providing a promising approach to
understanding the evolution of blast damage. Thus, a series
of numerical simulations were conducted on the basis of
the field measurements in the Kaiyang phosphate mine.
The geological and blasting parameters including in situ
stress conditions, contour hole spacing, stemming, charge
concentration and decoupled coefficient are discussed in
this section.
Parameter Value

Yield function constant a1 3.4 � 107

Yield function constant a2 6.398 � 103

Yield function constant a3 0.30
Pressure cutoff for tensile fracture Pc �6.9 � 103



Fig. 11. Damage profile of rock mass around the blast-excavation roadway. (a) Oblique view of rock damage contour, and (b) side view of rock damage
(Unit: m).

Fig. 12. Numerical results of blast-induced damage at five sections. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are sections 1 to 5 in sequence (Unit: cm).
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5.1 Effect of in situ stresses

According to previous studies, in situ stress is an impor-
tant factor contributing to the extent and distribution of
rock damage when rock mass is subjected to the action
of blasting (Han et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2019). Thus, it’s
important to consider the effect of in situ stress when eval-
uating the overbreak and underbreak around underground
openings, particularly under high and complex stress con-
ditions. Keeping the blasting parameters of testing road-
way unchanged, two cases with different stress
magnitudes and lateral-pressure coefficients were run as
follows:
Case 1: rx = ry = 20, 30, 40, and 50 MPa. This case was
set to investigate the magnitude of in situ stress on the
extents of overbreak and underbreak;
Case 2: ry = 10 MPa, rx = 10, 30, 40, and 50 MPa. This
case was set to investigate the effect of lateral pressure
coefficients on the extents of overbreak and underbreak.

In this study, Section-3 and Section-5 were chosen for
analyzing the effect of in situ stress on the extents and dis-
tributions of the overbreak and underbreak. The final dam-
age zones under hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic pressures
conditions are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The
final excavation damages around roadway under different
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hydrostatic pressures are presented in Fig. 13. The magni-
tude of overbreak is observed to increase with the in situ
stress when the in situ stress is less than 30 MPa. Con-
versely, the magnitude of overbreak slightly decreases with
the in situ stress when it is greater than 30 MPa. Under
rx = ry = 50 MPa, the overbreak extent at sidewall in
two sections are 22.06% and 16.33% lower than those
under rx = ry = 10 MPa, respectively. It is generally
acknowledged that excavation with the D & B method
causes a sudden release of in situ stress, which leads to a
strong transient dynamic disturbance to the surrounding
rock mass, and the rock damage is promoted by the
increasing unloading rate. However, because the in situ
stress has resistance against the propagating blasting load,
the extent of rock damage is yielded in the rock mass under
high in situ stress conditions. Thus, the aforementioned
phenomenon could be attributed to the superposition of
the damage induced by the stress release and blasting load.

When increasing rx to 40 MPa, the extent of overbreak
at roadway sidewall gradually increases, and the extents of
overbreak in Section-5 and Section-3 increase by about
24.25% and 22.43%, respectively, indicating that the lateral
pressure coefficient significantly affects the evolution of
rock damage in horizontal direction (Fig. 14(a) and (b)).
By comparison, the overbreak extents at roadway roof
Fig. 13. Numerical results of blast-induced damage of rock within var
and floor in Section-5 and Section-3 decreased by
30.76%, 30.18%, 22.6%, and 20.77%, respectively. Thus,
more attention should be paid to the blasting scheme as
the roadway was subjected to a stress field with a higher
lateral pressure coefficient. Additionally, it can be seen
from Fig. 14(a) and (b) that as for the underbreak that
occurred at the corners of the roadway, its extent doesn’t
vary with the increase of b.
5.2 Effect of hole spacing

It has been demonstrated that too small spacing of con-
tour borehole will create overbreak, while too large will
create underbreak. The current technique of blasting dam-
age control is based on closely spaced perimeter holes, and
the perimeter hole spacing is determined by semi empirical
method (Iverson et al., 2013). It is still a confusing problem
what is the most ideal hole spacing for the specific explo-
sive, blasthole diameter and burden. The proper hole spac-
ing for contour blasting is suggested by Hustrulid and
Johnson (2008) using rock strength and explosion pressure,
which could be expressed as follows:

S ¼ 2rh
Px þ rt

rt

� �
; ð8Þ
ious magnitudes of in situ stress. (a) Section-3, and (b) Section-5.



Fig. 14. Numerical results of blast-induced damage of rock within various b. (a) Section-3, and (b) Section-5.
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where S is the perimeter hole spacing, rh is the blasthole
radius; Pw is the explosion pressure exerted on the blast-
hole wall, and rt is the tensile strength of intact rock.

Based on this, the hole spacing in contour blasting mod-
elling reduced to 0.84, 0.70, and 0.60 m. The numerical
results are presented in Fig. 15. A comparison of Figs. 12
and 15 indicats that in the region where explosive was
charged, the magnitude of overbreak near the blasthole
perimeter increased while the extent of underbreak
decreased with the decrease of S. As presented in Fig. 15
(a), the maximum overbreak was 81.32 cm occurring at
the roadway floor in Section-4, and it was almost twice
as much as that at S = 0.84 m. Note that the rock mass
in the roadway roof has not been fractured, and thus a
greater underbreak was created at S = 0.60 m as compared
with that at S = 0.84 m, although the thickness of over-
break near the charge center was larger at S = 0.70 m than
that at S = 0.84 m. In terms of the volumes of overbreak
and underbreak, at S = 0.70 m, both the overbreak and
underbreak declined and well controlled. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the perimeter hole spacing is not
as large or as small as possible. The optimal result using
the D & B method was obtained at a spacing of 0.70 m
in this blasting case.
5.3 Effect of charge concentration

Charge concentration (b) is defined as the weight of
explosive per length of borehole. Previous studies suggested
that different values of charge concentration should be
employed in a blasting operation depending on the location
of the boreholes because the effective choice of charge con-
centration could lead to the optimal blasting pressure
required for adequate rock breakage. The excavation result
of the testing roadway indicated that the factor of charge
concentration was so large that a big undesirable damage
zone around charging boreholes was generated. Herein,
the charge lengths were adjusted to 1.5 and 2.0 m without
changing the charge weight of 1.8 kg, and the correspond-
ing charge concentration coefficients were 1.2 and 0.9 kg/
m.

The final damage pattern under diverse charge concen-
tration coefficients are presented in Fig. 16, indicating dis-
tinct rock damage as compared with the numerical results
in Fig. 12. In addition to the effective damage of the rock
mass in the region from Section-5 to Section-3, the rock
mass in the region from Section-3 to Section-1 was dam-
aged to a certain extent, which means a small underbreak
zone. The maximum overbreak at sidewall in Section-4 at



Fig. 15. Numerical results of blast-induced damage of rock within various hole spacing. (a) S = 0.60 m, and (b) S = 0.70 m, and (c) S = 0.84 m (Unit: cm).
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b = 0.9 kg/m was 27.48 cm less than that induced by the
original blasting scheme, while it was 8.58 cm lower than
that at b = 1.2 kg/m. Thus, the rock damage caused by
blasting was efficiently controlled with the reduction in
the charge concentration coefficient. Specifically, the opti-
mal blasting result with respect to the overbreak and
underbreak was obtained at b equal to 0.9 kg/m.

5.4 Effect of decoupled coefficient

It is well known that the decoupled charge blasting can
improve the action effect of explosion wave and blasting
gas, which is significant to avoid the excessive rock damage
and control the fragmentation size. In order to analyze the
influence of decoupled charge on overbreak and under-
break, the decoupled coefficients were set as 3.0, 2.5, and
2.0 with a constant charge length of 1.0 m, and the final
damage pattern around roadway with three decoupled
coefficients are presented in Fig. 17. The extent of over-
break is observed to decrease upon increasing the decou-
pled coefficient. In turn, as the decoupled coefficient f
increases, the extent of overbreak increases accordingly.
Compared with the numerical results in Fig. 12(b)–(f),
the charge weight reduces due to the decoupled charge
structure, resulting in the increase in underbreak extent in
the uncharged section. Specifically, the rock mass in the
uncharged section was slightly damaged, which is regarded
as a failure of blasting operation. The comparison of the



Fig. 16. Numerical results of blast-induced damage of rock at various charge concentrations. (a) b = 1.2 kg/m, and (b) b = 0.9 kg/m (Unit: cm).
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extents of overbreak and underbreak between Fig. 17(b)
and (a) and (c) indicat that at f = 2.5, the rock in the bur-
den was almost damaged with the smallest overbreak and
underbreak. Therefore, as the charge length is not consid-
ered, f = 2.5 is the most proper decoupled coefficient for
the excavation of the designed profile and control of exces-
sive blasting damage, and it is recommended to be used in
contour blastholes of the development roadway in the
Kaiyang phosphate mine.

5.5 Effect of blasthole stemming

The previous researches on blasting stemming using
experiment and simulation methods illustrated that the
stemmed explosive charge increased the energy contained
in the stress waves transmitted into rock and produced
more and longer radial cracks than that induced by
unstemmed charge (Zhang et al., 2020, 2021). Unfortu-
nately, stemming is neither used in roadway excavation
nor mining stopping in the Kaiyang phosphate mine even
though it has been demonstrated to be important in rock
fragmentation. One of the main reasons is that the work
of borehole stemming increases the duration of blasting
operation. Therefore, to optimize the current blasting
scheme, the contour boreholes are stemmed with wet sand
because it is easy to get in the construction site.
The numerical results of rock damage in five sections are
shown in Fig. 18. The overbreak extents in Section-1 to
Section-5 were 20.03, 28.77, 34.56, 43.61 and 30.90 cm in
sequence, and the differences between them and those in
Fig. 12 were �4.1, 11.32, 5.2, 10.26, and �2.13 cm, respec-
tively. The extents of underbreak induced by stemmed
blastholes are smaller than those without hole stemming,
indicating that stemming blasting exhibits higher efficiency
in enhancing the useful explosion energy applied to the
peripheral rock. In addition, the distributions of overbreak
and underbreak are in good consistency with those in
Fig. 12. It’s worth noting that when the contour blastholes
were stemming, the rock mass in the region where blast-
holes were not stemmed was fractured, and the overbreak
was significantly controlled. Thus, in practical blasting
operation, borehole stemming is suggested because it is
extremely important to slow down the rate of the explosion
wave although it takes a little longer time.

5.6 Limitations of the study

Although the simplified 3D model has been developed to
simulate the blast-induced overbreak and underbreak in a
deep underground roadway, this model can be used to
investigate the influence of geological factors and blasting
factors on rock damage, as well as predict the extents of



Fig. 17. Numerical results of blast-induced damage of rock within various decoupled coefficients. (a) f = 3.0, (b) f = 2.5, (c) f = 2.0 (Unit: cm).
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the overbreak and underbreak under specific engineering
conditions. The reliability of simulation results still needs
to be further improved considering the rock discontinuities
and the degradation of rock properties.

The presence of discontinuities such as joints in the
rock mass significantly affects the evolution of rock dam-
age related to blasting excavation. Moreover, in practice,
the rock mass near roadway face has been damaged due
to the dynamic impact of previous blasting round, result-
ing in the degradation of rock physical and mechanical
properties. The foregoing factors are the main reasons
for the discrepancies between the simulation and field
measurement results. Therefore, in future work, the exist-
ing natural joints in rock mass and properties degrada-
tion will be considered to improve the accuracy of the
numerical model.



Fig. 18. The numerical result of roadway blasting excavation with sand stemming (Unit: cm).
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6 Conclusion

In this study, one of the deep development roadways in
the Kaiyang phosphate mine was selected as engineering
background, the FocusS 150 laser scanner was employed
to scan the post-blast roadway contour surface, and the
extent of the overbreak and underbreak was analyzed using
a professional processing software. Moreover, a simplified
3D numerical model was developed, and it was validated
based on one of the testing results. The blasting parameters
including hole spacing, charge concentration, decoupled
coefficient and stemming as well as in situ stress condition
were considered for reducing the overbreak and under-
break. In summary, the following detailed conclusions
are drawn:

(1) The field measurement results indicated that owing to
the high stress concentration generated by in situ
stress redistribution and blasting load, the extent of
overbreak in the roadway crown was usually larger
than that in sidewall. In addition, underbreak was
more likely to appear in the corner at the bottom of
the roadway, because the shear stress induced by
dynamic stress concentration and the tensile stress
induced by blasting wave were below the rock mass
strength.

(2) A comparison of the extents of the overbreak and
underbreak from the numerical model and field mea-
surement indicates that the proposed simplified
model of contour blasting is reliable and of great
importance to taking a further insight into the evolu-
tion of the overbreak and underbreak.

(3) The extent of overbreak at roadway sidewall
increased with the lateral pressure coefficient. In con-
trast, the overbreak at roadway roof gradually
decreased. Moreover, the in situ stresses exceeding
30 MPa restrained the evolution of rock damage,
implying that the overbreak could be well controlled
under high in situ stress condition. The overbreak
extent increased with the in situ stress as it was less
than 30 MPa.
(4) A decrease in hole spacing resulted in a smoother
excavation surface, and the underbreak exhibited a
decreased tendency along with the decreased hole
spacing. S = 0.70 m was suggested for contour hole
spacing at a burden of 0.40 m. Furthermore,
b = 0.9 was a proper choice which resulted in a min-
imum extent of the overbreak and underbreak. Cor-
respondingly, f = 2.5 was recommended in the
practical blasting operation. Stemming exhibited a
significant influence on the extent blast-induced rock
damage because of the enhancement of explosive
energy utilization.
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